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Editors Letter
Editor? I hardly know her.
For those coming back to their second, third, fourth, or ad
infinitum year at UON, welcome back! And to all the newbies,
welcome, welcome, welcome to you too. University can be an
inspiring, challenging, and rewarding experience, and we at
Opus are glad that you’re spending some of your precious time
as students reading our magazine.

UNSA would like to acknowledge the traditional
custodians upon which this magazine was written,
the Pambalong Clan of the Awabakal Nation. We
would also like to extend this acknowledgement to
Acknowledgment the Birpai, Darkinjung and Gadigal peoples, as the
traditional custodians of the lands upon which the
University of Newcastle resides and UNSA operates.
UNSA would like to pay respects to all Elders past,
present and emerging, and acknowledge them as the
true knowledge holders.

Steph's positive
affirmation of 2022
Hold onto your
butts!

This O-Week issue is full of nuggets. Designed to get you set
for the semester (whether it’s your first or last), this issue has
some insightful advice, some planning tips, some songs to
jam out to while you wait in line for your student card,
and a nice big side of students supporting students.
Opus gives us students a chance to have our
voices heard, get our work published, and make
new and precious connections with each other.
We are by students, for students. If writing or
designing for Opus is something that really
tickles your fancy, keep an eye on our socials
and we’ll let you know when proposals
are due for all our magazines throughout
the year. On our Insta, you’ll also find
the contributor sign-up link, some useful
graphics, and a link to all our past issues,
articles, and antics.

We acknowledge the historical inequalities faced by
Aboriginal people and the continuing struggle for
justice and equality. Black Lives Matter.
Always was, always will be Aboriginal land.

For me, 2022 is a beacon of hope after a very
long, very tiring, and very turbulent last couple
of years. Let’s grab it by the thorns!
Stay golden.
Junior Editor and Interim Media Officer

Stephanie Jenkins

Artwork "Women’s Business"
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Belle Leonard
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Happy New Year! We’ve made it to 2022 and I
have a good feeling about this year. As long as
we tiptoe in quietly and don’t touch anything I
think we will be okay (knock on wood). For those I
have not yet met, my name is Jess, and I am your
2022 UNSA President! I have been involved in
UNSA for the last two years in the Welfare space
and I cannot begin to express how thrilled I am to
return for another year.
If this is your first year at uni, a huge welcome
and congratulations on your acceptance. It’s a
big deal and you should be so proud. If you’re
a returning student, welcome back! In the first
few weeks of semester there will be a lot going
on: Orientation/O-week events, International
Women’s Day celebrations, Harmony Day, new
classes, and for some of you, settling into a new
living arrangement. Understandably, this may
be a bit overwhelming at times and that’s okay!
The first semester of my first year was a bit of
a frenzy and I had no idea where to turn to ask
questions or seek help. Luckily, UNSA is available
to you all year round—even outside of semesters/
trimesters. You can send an email to the UNSA
team, contact a student representative directly,
or pop into one of our office spaces for a chat if
you ever need help—we’re pretty good wayfinders
as well!
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tell anyone, but I also heard UNSA give away free
groceries every Friday and have a barista coffee/
hot chocolate machine free for student use in
their building on Callaghan campus…
Whatever it is, UNSA will do whatever it can
to help, even if that’s pointing you in the right
direction to one of the University’s services. For
now, though, make sure to take it all in and enjoy
the first few weeks. University is a monumental
task but there’s no reason it can’t be fun along
the way. Make sure to check out all the O-week
stalls and events and pick up a bunch of free
stationery and food. We’ll be giving away merch
and food all week at different campuses so, if
you see us, make sure to come say hi and grab
a sausage sandwich (we have vegan, vego, and
halal options too)!
See you soon!
UNSA President

Jess Philbrook

UNSA is your student association and exists to
make student life and the student voice fun,
safe, and valued. We run a myriad of workshops
and professional development opportunities
throughout the year for up skilling, such as the
ever-popular Mental Health First Aid and RSA
courses, as well as social events, including
parties to get to know each other. Importantly,
we are advocates for your needs to the uni. Don’t
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Jess's positive
affirmation of 2022
I can, and I will.
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Contributors

What is your positive affirmation for 2022?

"Women’s Business"

Meet the Artist
Belle Leonard
As a student media publication, it is our goal at
Opus to represent all students at the University
fully and wholeheartedly. This year, we’ve
decided to team up with some of our local
artists to better acknowledge the traditional
owners and custodians of the land on which
Opus, UNSA, and the University of Newcastle
resides: The Awabakal, Darkinjung, Biripai,
Worimi, Wonnarua, and Eora Nations.
This issue, we teamed up with Belle
Leonard for the artwork featured in our
Acknowledgement of Country, titled Women’s
Business.

Introduce yourself:

My name is Belle Leonard, I’m 21 years old, my
pronouns are she/her, and I am a graduand
Visual Communication Design student. As well
as currently being a freelance graphic designer,
I am a proud Guugu Yimidhirr woman, making
Aboriginal art that holds meaning and tells
stories. I share my latest artworks and design
projects on my Instagram, @dontbesally.

Can you tell us a little bit about what
inspires you?

I am inspired by the idea that there is a whole
industry of creative people who are finding
unique ways to share their art in a variety

T iana Williams
Acknowledge your small achievements
Graphic Designer

Tyler Bridges
I am healthy, I am weathly, I am
rich, I am that bitch!

of forms. Knowing that there is a need for
creativity in the world and that some people
can support themselves with their passions
is the most inspiring thing for me. Everyone’s
unique approaches and experiences can help
the creative industry grow—how cool is that!

Tell us about your process for the work
we’re featuring this month?

For this work, I used Procreate on iPad,
which is a relatively new medium for me.
But, the freedom this program provides is a
gamechanger! This artwork is called ‘Women’s
Business,’ and reflects ideas around powerful
women and how collaboration, sharing stories,
and uplifting each other are so important for
growth.

Frey Cooper
Learn not to take on more than I can
handle, I deserve to take a break

Lucas Dowling
Setbacks to progress aren't failure,
rather they are scenic routes to
success

Do you have any advice for new
students this O-Week?

My advice is for creative industries student this
O-Week: Try not to box yourself in with your
personal art style from the beginning. Uni is a
time where you’re allowed to explore different
styles and make mistakes, so enjoy that
freedom. Real clients outside of uni may not be
so lenient, so have fun and push your creative
comfort zone.

Belle Leonard
Opportunities are all around me
Acknowledgement of Country
Artist
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Tegan Stettaford
Trouble comes to pass, not to stay
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Show Week
Words: Tiana Williams

During O-week, watching Netflix definitely isn't your top priority; at least, I
hope it isn't. Instead, take advantage of the opportunity to meet new people!
Uni is truly the beginning of something fresh. But what about those days
when you're a touch hungover… Or your social battery is drained? Our Opus
Designer-and-Netflix-enthusiast has compiled a list of her current Top 3 TV
shows to keep you entertained.

Maid

Bump

Ted Lasso

This one isn’t a light show: it really brings up
some emotions. I think I cried at least once
during each episode, sometimes because
of the main character Alex's situation, but
sometimes because of how fortunate I
am to have the support system I do. Maid
delves into numerous aspects of domestic
violence, including one that is frequently
overlooked: emotional abuse. It depicts the
harsh reality that many women are forced
to return to their abusers (did you know it
takes most women seven attempts to get out
of a violent situation for good?). Alex also
has her three-year-old child with her. At one
point, they end up sleeping on a ferry floor
because they have nowhere else to go. It
made me realise how others may be affected,
particularly the hidden homeless, who sleep
in their cars and struggle in secret. The most
heart-breaking part is that Maid is based
on a true experience: a memoir written by
Stephanie Land, Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay,
and a Mother's Will to Survive. I’m predicting
awards for this show.

Finding good Australian shows at all can
be really hard, let alone on that has a
good sense of humour! Bump follows two
teenagers who have an unexpected baby at
17 and need to juggle parenting, friendships,
and finishing school. The main Character Oly,
I won’t lie, isn’t the most loveable character
at first. Her attitude toward her parents
and her (albeit, justified) selfishness does
make her unlikable at times. However, her
situation—dealing with studying while your
breasts are leaking milk at school because
the baby needs to be fed—isn’t the most
common struggle of a 17-year-old highschooler… I think she deserves some slack.
We get to follow around Oly’s parents and
friends as well, showing how a situation
can affect everyone around you. Bump
nevertheless manages to capture the typical
adolescent drama of boys, friends, and your
adolescent loathing for your parents, often
for no apparent reason.

I had been hearing about this one on Apple
TV+ for a while and I will say, if you haven’t
watched this yet, you are missing out! British
humour has got to be some of the funniest
I’ve seen. An American football coach is hired
to manage a British soccer team (not knowing
anything about it, by the way). Despite the
obstacles and insults thrown at Ted, his
contagious optimism and determination is
just so heart-warming. He might be one of
the most loveable characters—unless you’re
a pessimist, then he might just be annoying;
but then he might be just what you need!
I’m not the biggest sports fan but watching
the passion and camaraderie people have
for their teams does make me feel like I’m
missing out on something. And I can promise
you won’t be crying in this show.
Where to watch: Apple TV+

Where to watch: Stan

Where to watch: Netflix
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Photo sourced on Unsplash by Samantha Hentosh

Support for
Transitioning to
Tertiary Education:
Your One-Stop-Shop
Words: Tegan Stettaford

Starting at university is quite the endeavour,
whether you are coming straight from school,
seeking a career change, or returning from a
hiatus. Luckily, there are some fantastic supports
at the University of Newcastle to help you with
a diverse range of concerns you may have. You
may find some of the following of use during your
studies:

Peer Mentor Program:

This is a fantastic program at UON that connect you
with other students in later stages of study. It is a
very informal program, often involving messaging
one another on Vygo, or catching up for coffee.
Peer mentors can provide advice and guidance
around a range of concerns you may have,
including degree questions, fees, living situations,
postgraduate life, opportunities, available support,
and anything and everything in between. If you are
feeling a bit apprehensive about reaching out to a
mentor, you might find a familiar face comforting…
Mine, in fact! Please reach out to me on Vygo if you
ever need!

Clubs and Societies:

There are a bunch of different clubs and societies
you can join during your study at UON. These are
a great way to gain some social support early on

in your degree, as well as a great opportunity for
networking and learning. A complete list of clubs
running in 2022 is available on the UNSA website,
at www.unsa.org.au/clubs/search.

team for assistance with study skills, academic
writing, maths, statistics, and English. To book an
appointment with an academic learning advisor,
visit www.newcastle.edu.au/current-students/
support/academic.

Counselling and Psychology Services:

Peer Assisted Study Sessions (PASS):

If you are finding anything difficult along the way—
whether it be academically or something going on
in your personal life—there are free counselling
services available to you! You can seek both faceto-face and online support, as well as after-hours
emergency support. You can visit the Student
Support Resources page on the UNSA website to
learn more about crisis support, at www.unsa.org.
au/student-support.

Many 1000 level courses offer PASS sessions,
which are study sessions run by fellow students
who have previously done well in that course.
These are freely offered by the University and
generally consist of two hours of informal
discussion and activities that run throughout
the semester. PASS are a great way to not only
improve your understanding of course content
and improve your grades but also to meet people
within your cohort.

Book a Librarian:

The UON Library website has a number of digital
chat options for seeking academic and referencing
related help, quickly. However, you can also
book a face-to-face meeting with a librarian, both
in-person and over video call, if you need more
specific help with literature searches, referencing,
and other library services.

page on the UNSA and University of Newcastle
webpages.

University Health Service:

UON offers bulk-billed consultations for students
who are covered by Medicare. More information
about booking an appointment and the services
the University Health Service provides can be
found at www.newcastle.edu.au/current-students/
support/personal/health-lifestyle/health-services.

Reasonable Adjustment Plan (RAP):

If you, or someone you are caring for, experience
physical or mental health conditions, you may
be eligible for a RAP. These can provide extra
assignment time and special exam conditions
considerate of your situation. RAP’s are developed
between you and an AccessAbility Advisor. You
can register with AccessAbility, and find more
information, by visiting the Student Support

Academic Learning Support:

You can access both workshops and individual
consultations with the Academic Learning Support
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1st day organisation
that you’ll give up by
week 4
Words: Tyler Jane Bridges

It is always an exciting, and terrifying, time when you come into
a new semester. New classes, new teachers, everything is new
and exciting. Then you realise you need to get organised. Here are
some organisational things to start doing on day 1… and you’ll
probably end up doing by week 4.

DAY 1

DAY 1

WEEK 4

WEEK 4

3L of fruit infused water a day.
Hydration is so important for
health and concentration, get
day one off to a great start by
making sure you are super
hydrated! You’ll leave class
every 20 minutes to pee but at
least you’re awake and paying
attention!

Drink water at some point
during the day. No, iced coffee
is NOT water!

Have a separate colour
highlighter for each subject.
Colours are brilliant for
organisation and helping to
distinguish between what is
what in your brain. Different
highlighters for different
subjects also make you feel a
tiny bit superior… own it.

DON’T LOSE THAT LAST
HIGHLIGHTER! And make
sure you are highlighting
SOMETHING IMPORTANT!

DAY 1

Have three different planners:
daily, weekly, planning to-do
list.
Organising your time down
to the minute can be so
important. Making sure you
use all your time wisely to
coordinate study, class,
assessments, work, and social
time is the key to making it.
Balance is important. Lists
are important too, so make a
priority list and work through it.

DAY 1

DAY 1

DAY 1

WEEK 4

WEEK 4

WEEK 4

Fashion—presentation is
everything.
Making a statement and
showing off who you are is an
awesome way to step into day
1. It will help you make friends
with like minded people as well
as give some incredible looks
for those Instagram stories.

Deodorant, and consider
washing your hair tonight…
PLEASE.

WEEK 4

Write your assessments in your
last remaining planner, or your
phone – just remember it is
due!

Packed lunchbox with
fruit, veggies and all those
nutritious goodies.
Keep your mind sharp with all
the colours of the rainbow!
Get in all the nutrients for your
body to work at its best. Fresh
food for a fresh mind, am I
right?!

Buy an apple, at least, with
your burger—but go you for
having food!

Join ALL the clubs!
Joining clubs can be so
fulfilling! Creating friends,
making memories, perhaps
learning a thing or two. Join
a sporting club, academic
society, something fun, and
something wild you’ve always
wanted to do.

Try and go to at least ONE event
from ONE of those clubs in the
coming weeks.

Give it a go, do your best. If your best is day 1, you’re crazy, but
respect! If your best is aiming for week 4, then join the club!
You’ve got this though, make 2022 yours.
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UNSA Collectives:
A Place for
Community
Words: Jessica Philbrook

University is a place for self expression, learning,
and regular exposure to new ideas that not only
challenge us but shape who we are. For a lot of
people, the thought of completing a university
degree seems pretty natural and may even be a
right of passage in their family. For others, the
desire to complete a tertiary degree is always on
the mind but the practical hurdles to navigate it
in order to make it a reality pose real barriers to
obtaining an education. It might be that you have
children, caring responsibilities, a disability and/or
chronic illness that requires flexible study options.
You might be the first in your family to attend uni or
it might be that your personal needs and cultural
background don’t fit the often rigid and highly
western structure of a university institution.
Whatever it may be, recognising that the path
to university looks different for everyone and
that it requires community support is absolutely
fundamental to eliminating education inequality,
and not only empowers anyone and everyone who
wants an education to go for it but providing the
tools to do it well. This also includes fostering
an inclusive and fun community to support one
another throughout their university journeys.
The University of Newcastle Students’ Association
(UNSA) has long committed itself to the
advancement of accessible education and equal
opportunity for all, no matter your background,
skills, or circumstances. Education should be for

anyone who wants it. With this vision in mind,
the University of Newcastle Students’ Association
(UNSA) established Collectives, a collective of
students belonging to the same community group,
aimed at targeting accessibility and inequality
issues experienced by these students while at
university.

more prominent leadership position within the
Collective and plan out social activities, or you
can simply attend a meeting or two and come
along to a BBQ to make friends. Whatever your
involvement, a Collective provides a community for
you during your time at uni and a unified voice to
advocate for your needs.

Currently, UNSA have 5 Collectives which serve
equally diverse yet distinctly different equity
groups and their needs. They are:

For example, say you’re a member of the Parents
& Carers Collective and you’re finding that there
are not enough online and after-hours options to
choose from in your timetable. You need flexibility
because your children attend school, and you
work a couple of days a week. The Collective
can advocate for and shed light on this issue
to achieve a better spread of class time slots.
Although that’s just one example—there are so
many other things that a Collective can achieve for
their community—whatever it is, having a group
of people who can validate your experiences and
share your concerns is second to none.

-

The Queer Collective;
The Women’s Collective;
The Indigenous Collective;
The Accessibility & Equity Collective; and
The Parents and Carers Collective

Collectives provide a space for students who
identify within these equity groups to meet
likeminded people, make friends and, just as
importantly, lead and advocate for change and
the needs of the community at the University of
Newcastle. They act as the key contact in welfare,
education, and experience & engagement at
UNSA for all matters related to their community.
Collectives recognise that you are the authority
of your lived experience and are a key initiative
to ensure that your time at university is not only
accessible, but fun and valued.

The value of UNSA’s Collectives is tenfold and if
you are at all interested in them, jump onto the
UNSA website, and have a read about them. You
can be a member of more than one Collective as
well, so come and join the family!

As a member of a Collective, you can take on a
14
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Jump Into
University Life:
UON Opportunities
Words: Tegan Stettaford

Welcome to the University of Newcastle and
congratulations on your acceptance to study
here! Now, of course we know, you are here to
study hard and get your degree. However, UON
has a lot to offer that can help improve not
only your CV but your social experience. I have
compiled a list of some of these opportunities
that may be of interest to you throughout
your degree; but also, be sure to check out
O-week activities and stalls to gauge other
opportunities and learn more.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Like many tertiary education institutions, UON
offers a range of scholarships to students
with varying circumstances. These are great
to keep an eye on throughout your degree as
more scholarships become available and as
your eligibility for these scholarships shifts
and changes. These look fantastic on your
CV, but can also provide some extra financial,
academic, or extracurricular gain. You can visit
www.newcastle.edu.au/scholarships to learn
more.
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
There are a wide range of different clubs and
societies at UON. Many are even student led
and run, providing students with a great place
to socialise and network. There are also plenty
of opportunities to become an executive
member of a club, giving you a say in events,
expenditure, and all things club life. These
roles are also a great opportunity to gain some
leadership experience. For more information
about the clubs that are running in 2022, visit
www.unsa.org.au/clubs/search.

UNI CREW
Uni Crew is a student volunteering program at
UON. Signing up to be a part of the Uni Crew is
a great way to gain volunteering experience and
give back to the University. You also get to meet
some great new people, as well as learn the ins
and outs of event planning and organisation.
iLEAD
This is a fantastic and free series of courses
run by UON. Across the three chapters, you
will learn about and develop leadership skills
applicable to both your degree and future
career. Although the program is currently
undergoing an overhaul, it should be back up
and running for all students in 2023—so watch
this space!
PEER MENTORING
Becoming a peer mentor is a great way to give
back to students. While this is an opportunity
for students as they progress in their degrees, it
is still something for new students to consider
as they make their way through their courses.
For now, you may want to consider joining the
peer mentor program as a mentee!
CAREERHUB
UON’s CareerHub as a great way to seek both
paid and voluntary work relevant to your
degree. The team at CareerHub can help you
with job applications, including cover letter and
resume construction, and their website also
advertises some great positions available for
students.
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Who You Gonna Call?
University can be a huge change. Whether you’re a new
student, a university veteran, an International student
new on campus, or an online student visiting campus for
the first time, we’ve compiled a list of important contacts
in case you ever get stuck with a question.

GENERAL AND STUDENT ENQUIRIES

SUPPORT SERVICES

AskUON
Phone: 1300 ASK UON (1300 275 866)
(+61) 2 4921 5000 (international)
Online: askuon.newcastle.edu.au

Academic Support
Phone: (02) 4921 5350
Email: learningsupport@newcastle.edu.au

International Students
Phone: (+61) 2 4913 8300
Email: international-enquiries@newcastle.
edu.au
Higher Degrees by Research
Phone: (+61) 4921 6537
Email: graduate-research@newcastle.edu.au
Postgraduate Enquiries
Phone: 1800 882 121
(+61) 2 4921 8856
Email: postgrad@newcastle.edu.au
University of Newcastle Student’s
Association (UNSA)
Phone: (02) 4921 6006 (Callaghan)
(02) 4348 4260 (Central Coast)
Email: unsa@newcastle.edu.au
Facebook: facebook.com/unsa.uon
Instagram: @unsa.uon

After-Hours Counselling and Psychological
Support Line
Phone: 1300 653 007
SMS: 0488 884 165
Lifeline
Phone: 13 11 14
SMS: 0466 13 11 14
AccessAbility
Phone: (02) 4921 6622
Email: AccessAbility@newcastle.edu.au
CAMPUS SECURITY
Callaghan: (02) 4921 5888
Newcastle City: (02) 4921 7962
Central Coast: (02) 4348 4222

Opus
Instagram: @opus.unsa
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Go get ‘em

An Open Letter to
Those in Power

first week back jams

We all need some kind of motivation to get us back into learning sometimes: to
get us in the mood. After the last few years, and the latest holiday period, it can be
hard to get excited about going out and doing stuff. But uni is the best thing to get
that excitement pumping for the new year! Here are some jams to get you into the
groove for learning, meeting new people, and getting involved.

Words: Anonymous

Dear you,

Heat Waves – Glass Animals

No, not you, reading this. The generic ‘you’. The You with a capital ‘Y’ that
runs this country, and countries like it, and corporations that might as well be
countries for the amount of people that they exploit. Yes, you. You, in power.

Summertime in Paris – Jaden & WILLOW
INDUSTRY BABY – Lil Nas X feat. Jack Harlow

How many shares does a post on Instagram need to gain traction? How many
signatures does an online petition need to make a difference? After all the
protests, the letters to the representative, the outbursts, and the sobs, when
will it be enough?

Riptide – Vance Joy
Woman – Doja Cat
Happy – Pharrell Williams

I’ve spent the last two years holding tightly to those that I love. While the
pandemic sought to rip up apart, we moved to video calls and outdoor picnics
to make sure that we stayed close—in essence if not in proximity. That we
band together. That we don’t let each other fall out of our sight, just in case.

Blinding Lights – The Weeknd
24K Magic – Bruno Mars

“Did you get home safe? Text me when you get there. Tell your mum I said hi
and that I miss her.”

Love Again – Dua Lipa
Rain On Me – Lady Gaga & Ariana Grande

But you? You let our world burn around us. You turn a profit as we all turn in
our beds, restless. As we all closed our doors and locked ourselves inside,
you opened the door to unethical cash flow. I have always heard it said that
when aliens invade, Earth would band together. That we would realise there
were greater threats out there than each other.

Beggin’ – Måneskin
Fly Away – Tones And I
Happier Than Ever – Billie Eilish

Well, the aliens came, they said we were goners, and we turned on each other
in earnest.

Wildest Dreams (Taylor’s Version) – Taylor Swift

How dare you disrespect us this this? How dare you sit in your ivory towers
and tell us that change starts with the little guy. Move your chess pieces back
into position and try again—because you’re failing us.

Watermelon Sugar – Harry Styles
Sucker – Jonas Brothers

This pandemic has shown us a lot. The past few years of devastating climate
change has shown us a lot. The actions of those in power has perhaps shown
us the most.

Put Your Records On – Ritt Momney
Señorita – Shawn Mendes & Camila Cabello

Don’t leave us with your mess to clean up. Get scrubbing.

Josh – Peach PRC

From,

Peaches – Justin Bieber feat. Daniel Caesar & Giveon
Listen to the
playlist right now
on spotifiy

The disrespected generation.
generation.

Words: Tyler Jane Bridges
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Newcastle Hot Spots:

Millions of Beaches, Beaches
for Me
The Newcastle Ocean Baths and
the Mereweather Ocean Baths
are great spots to take a dip if you
can’t decide between the poolside
experience and the salty sea air.
Both with significant historical
value, the baths are a great place
to take it easy, get your toes wet,
and avoid the crash and clatter
of the waves. For our La Niña
summer, this might be a good
choice for many
wanting to ditch the
swell.

The Fun Kind, Not the Covid Kind
Words: Stephanie Jenkins and Tiana Williams

A friend recently texted me to say that she felt like Newcastle was “kind
of cool now.” For Newcastle veterans and long-time UON goers, this might
sound like an obvious case. But for new students, new Newcastle-ians
(Newcastle-ites?), and post-Covid adventurers, you might need a helping
hand in knowing what’s what in the city of Newcastle.

The Bogey Hole is
located right at the
foot of Shepherds
Hill, south of
Nobby’s Beach. If
you walk the length
of Newcastle Beach,
you’ll eventually
come to a steep
staircase which
leads down into the
naturally formed
ocean pool that is
the Bogey Hole. A
good alternative to
the Ocean Baths if
you want a bigger
sense of adventure
(or an Instagramable setting), the
Bogey Hole is known
for its sparkling
turquoise water
and its animalistic
closeness to the
raging coastline.
Caves Beach is a
little further south
again, but worth
the visit. Just South
of Swansea, right
on the coastline, is a network of
sea caves. At low tide, take your
swimmers and your snacks and

Newcastle Baths. Taken by Tiana Williams
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weave your way through the caves
to find all the little strips of sand
that make up the seclusion and
whimsy of Caves Beach. With lots
of trails in and around the beach,
this one makes for a nice beach
day.

Full of high ropes courses, aerial
challenges, and ziplines, this
one is great for those with a love
for adventure. There are a bunch
of different packages available,
so have a look and pick the best
option for you!

Hot Off The (Sandwich) Press

Ghost Hunting 101 at Maitland
Gaol is the perfect fright night
plan. You get to use K2 Meters,
Voice Recorders, and even a Spirit
Box to help track down residual
spirits. Spooky for the faint of
heart and a fun romp for those a
bit more sceptical, this one is sure
to raise the hairs on your neck.

Pino’s on Maitland Rd, Islington,
is a winner for those looking for
a suave and scrumptious vegan
feed. The plant-based Italian of
your dreams, Pino’s heralds a
seasonal menu full of rotating
goodies. Forced to mix it up during
the pandemic, the restaurant now
offers take-away for those easy
dinner nights, and have recently
spawned a breakfast menu. Grab
yourself a Pino’s t-shirt on your
way out and make sure to thank
your waiter.
Momo Wholefood is a light, airy
space that’s easy to find and even
easier to remember. For a snack,
check out their smoothies, warm
drinks, and whimsical vegan
pastries. If you’re getting a bit
hangry, stay for a meal and try
some of the dumplings, the Mezze
plate, or the classic tofu scramble
on sourdough.
The Lucky Hotel is a well-rounded
place to head for some cheeky
drinks, some chips, or a meal.
Featuring a rustic and historic
brickwork façade, the wide-open
courtyard is the perfect spot for
some leafy green Insta pics. Live
music in an intimate setting puts
the cherry on top of this one. If
dinner and drinks is your jam,
make sure you visit this one.

Do You Feel It Mr Krabs?

Check out some live music at
The Cambridge for those in the
music scene. The Cambridge is
the go-to venue for mini-festivals,
punk line-ups, local music, and
Aussie sound. While live music
continues to suffer the effects of
the pandemic, see if you can catch
a gig here and support some local
artists. Perhaps known best for
its Triple J Hottest 100 gigs, keep
your eye on this one as we set our
sights on the future of live music.

Lightning Round
Stockton Beach: for floundering in
the sand dunes.
Swell Kiosk at Bar Beach: for the
best bacon and egg rolls ever.
Chiefly East on King St: for the
best sandwiches known to man
(or, the Opus team).
Have a picnic at King Edward Park:
for a little walk to the Bogey Hole.
Covered in Crumbs in Mayfield
East: if you’re craving a pastry.
DoughHeads at The Junction: for
some incredible doughnuts (with
vegan options)!

Treetops Adventure in the Blue
Gum Hills Regional Park is a
great place to test your nerve.
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Let Me Introduce
You To The Queer
Collective
Words: Frey (theythem)

Happy O-Week everyone! For those
who are new, welcome to UON.
I know this week can be quite
overwhelming for many of you.
You have been given so much
new information leading up
to your first week and so it’s
entirely understandable that
you may have missed some
information. This includes that
we have our very own Queer
Collective!
The Queer Collective is our autonomous
representative body for LGBTQIA+, queer or
questioning students. The Queer Collective has been
established to support the needs of queer students
and to educate on issues relevant to, provide support
for, and advocate on behalf of, queer people in the
wider community. We meet these marks throughout
the year, in part, by hosting events. Queer students
are encouraged to attend these events where they
can learn new things, meet new people, and have
fun.
Here is a little list of some of the events that we have
planned for this year:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bitch & Stitch
Queer Study Group
Trans and Gender Diverse Hangout
Queer Women’s Hangout
Asexual & Aromantic Hangout
Board Games Night
Trivia

We are also collaborating with the
Newcastle Library to host events
there, like a book club and a movie
night. We are hosting a board games
afternoon there this Saturday (the 19th!)
as a way to welcome back members of our
Collective. So, if you’re part of the LGBTQIA+
community and are a student, please feel free to
come!
If you would like to help us out with these events (or
literally anything you want), we will gladly welcome
it! Any help would be greatly appreciated. Feel free to
attend our meetings (we will be having one in Week
One) where you can volunteer, and we will also be
holding elections for our executive members soon
– you can learn more about that through our social
media and our Week One meeting.

If you can, I highly recommend coming to our stall to ask
us any questions you have, get some free stuff, and join
our Collective!

We also have our own Queer Space. This is a safe
space for queer students to come chill and hang out.
It has books that you can read, and resources, as well
as stickers and badges we encourage you to take. This
room is located in the UNSA building which is on the
Hunter Side of campus. You can either walk in and ask
the assistant manning the UNSA desk, or just walk
through to where the bathrooms are, take a right, and
there should be a sign on the door indicating that
you’re in the right place. Also, there’s a giant rainbow
showing you the way – you can’t miss it!

UNSA Mailing List: unsa.org.au/Clubs/QC (Click join,
sign up, confirm you are a UON student who is a part of
the LGBTQIA+ community, and done!)

To find out more, you should join our Facebook Group
(which is private! The only people that will know you’re
in it, are also in it). Also, sign up for our UNSA mailing
list to get emails about what is going on that week and
when we have our fortnightly meetings.
Here is all of our social media and where you can find
us:
Facebook: UNSA Queer Collective (Both a page and a
private group)
Instagram: @unsaqueercollective

Or scan this QR code which will take you to the Linktree
where all of this is listed:
Anyway! Thank you so much for reading about us and I
really hope that any queer students that see this decide
to join. I would love to see some new faces around here.
See ya!
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Did you know

UNSA

Y O U

W A N T T O D E S I G N
N E X T C O V E R ?

O U R

Is your Student Association

UNSA is the University of
Newcastle Students' Association a SSAF-funded, not-for-profit
organisation that supports and
advocates for all students at UON.
We're here to ensure you make
friends, learn valuable skills and are
supported academically.

UNSA provides:
Free Food Fridays at Callghan
Weekly BBQ’s at Callaghan and
Ourimbah
Fortnightly BBQ’s at NUspace
Student Representation and
Advocacy
Plus loads more!

OPUS IS LOOKING FOR COVER ARTISTS!
If you’re currently studying design and want a shot at
designing for our magazine, send us a DM on Instagram, or
email stephanie.jenkins@uon.edu.au for more info.

HTTPS://UNSA.ORG.AU
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Opus Through
the Ages
Words: Stephanie Jenkins

Opus is a piece of living history. That’s
right, the magazine in your hands is working
it’s butt off RIGHT NOW to ensure that all
students have the chance to have their
voices heard.
While it might look different now, Opus has
actually been around for decades. Before the
University of Newcastle was the University of
Newcastle, it was the Newcastle University
College (NUC). This is where Opus had its
humble beginnings. In 1954, the first edition
of Opus was published under the NUC
Student’s Association.
In the very first issue, the Opus Warden, R.
Basden, writes:
“The influence of this publication will be
determined very largely by a number of
factors—
1. Its reflection of the outlook and
ambition of the students.
2. By the way in which it is received by
the public as the mouthpiece of the
students.”
To this day, 68 years later, Opus still aspires
to be this mouthpiece of the students. From
our yellowed and aptly illustrated origin to
the pop-art colour and silky pages of our
current resurrection, the ways in which Opus
has changed over the years is an ode to all
the students who have passed through these
pages. Have a flick through some of Opus’s
past issues and take some time to reflect
on all the students that came before you, all
those that will come after, and what kind of
impact we can all make in our time here.
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Meet Lucas!

Hi!

Words: Lucas Dowling

Whether you’re a continuing or commencing
student, welcome to the University of Newcastle
for 2022!
My name’s Lucas Dowling, I’m a fourth year
Bachelor of Laws / Diploma of Legal Practice
student, and I am also in my second year as the
elected Student Member of the University Council.
The University Council operates at the apex of
the University structure and is responsible for the
University’s strategic direction and key policies.
My goal in serving the students at the University
is to promote student participation in governance,
particularly in the election process, expanding
student positions in University Governance, and
the handover process between elected members
within the University structure.
Outside of my role on the University Council, I am
the Vice-President (Education) with the University
of Newcastle Law Students' Association, where
I enjoy organising education events for law
students, representing students within the Law
School, and managing the Education Portfolio.
In addition, I am the President of the UON Poker
Club and love organising our weekly event poker
nights, poker tournaments, and our new tracked
leaderboard – come along and check it out!
My main tip to getting the most out of your time
at University is to engage with the extra-curricular
opportunities available. This includes Clubs &

Hi!
Societies. Whether as a member or an executive,
you will meet so many new people who are studying
different degrees, come from different backgrounds,
and could quickly become some of your closest
friends at uni. On top of this, you can engage in
so many activities, from poker to tennis, whilst
surrounded by like-minded students. Not limited to
clubs and societies, the huge number of academic
extra-curricular activities can help set you up for
success post-study as well.

broadly, you can engage with UNSA by attending
any of its numerous and fun events throughout
the year. Ultimately, UNSA operates as one of a
few means of student representation within the
University and it is important to engage to ensure
your voice is heard. In addition, the greater the
involvement of our student body, the greater the
events, initiatives, and programs our student
association can run!

The most fun I’ve had at uni includes my time as a
member of the UON Tennis Club, setting up the UON
Poker Club, and sitting as the student member of
the University Council and its associated position
on the SRC. Whilst I’ve undoubtedly learned a lot
throughout my programs, it’s the connections I’ve
made during extra-curricular activities that I value
the most!

If you’re new to University this year and looking
for a good study spot, I’ve found reading room 4
on level 3 of the Auchmuty library as the ultimate
silent place to get work done. If at NUSpace,
I’ve found going through one of the walkways to
University House or heading to the NUSpace library
provides a quiet place to get some work done –
that’s if you can find a seat…

You can engage with UNSA’s SRC in a number of
ways, including joining a committee, running for a
position, or writing to your representatives. More

And finally, to set yourself up for success in
2022: connect with your peers. Whether this be
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through a social media page for your program
cohort or through its relevant student association
or society, you should lean on your peers for
support throughout the year – particularly after a
tumultuous 2020 and 2021!
If you have any questions, concerns, or would
like to get in contact about any issues you have
(whether related to my responsibilities or not),
please don’t hesitate!
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Bad Review,
Schmad Review
Words: Stephanie Jenkins

It has always blown my mind how two peoples’ reading tastes can be so similar, and yet they can
disagree so heartily about just one book. I always wonder where their paths diverged. What is
different about their lives that led them to this point of conflict? The more books that I read, and
the more time I spend in this life reading them, however, has made me realise that disagreeing
with someone about a book is almost… the whole point! There really is nothing as satisfying as
falling in love with a book that everyone around you seemed to loathe entirely. And so, in a surge
of self-centred curiosity, I present to you a handful of books that I downright loved, all while other
people online seemingly detested.

bother me. There’s a time and
a place for a long, slow novel.
Maybe I just picked this book
up at the perfect time, but it
definitely worked for me.

his return. Previously a fantasy
writer, Paolini ventured into the
world of Sci-Fi for his 2020 novel,
and readers online had a lot to
say about it. Not going into the
debate about whether fantasy
and sci-fi are, in fact, different
at all, many readers were quick
to critique the novel for relying
too heavily on fantasy tropes and
sidelining those of sci-fi. For a
primarily fantasy reader (myself )
this works pretty well for me!

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars by
Christopher Paolini
Sound familiar? You might
recognise our aforementioned
author from his hit series,
Eragon. If TSIASOS slid under the
radar for you, don’t worry, you’re
not alone. Paolini had big shoes
to fill when he stepped back
into the narrative world decades
after the end of his bestselling
Inheritance Cycle series. And not
all readers were happy about

Plot-wise, one reader claimed
the novel was “Firefly + Venom +
Speaker for the Dead + Indiana
Jones + Hero of Ages,” as if
that’s a bad thing in any world.
Another was exasperated by the
presence of what they dubbed
“space wizards”—which begs
the question: in what world are
space wizards not an immediate
sell? While TSIASOS could be
described as 300 pages too
long, a bit slow in its pacing,
and falling victim to the tricky
tightrope-walk of a man writing
a female character, I thoroughly
devoured this book, and it hasn’t
left my mind since.

A political fantasy at the heart,
The Priory of the Orange Tree
has some incredible action,
a handful of dragons, some
diverse romance, and a detailed,
complex world. One reader
argues that “strong worldbuilding does not equal good
storytelling,” but I can admit
to reading some absolutely
tragic books that have kept me
coming back for more despite
it all. It seems that many
readers downgraded this book
after it had been compared to
masterworks like Tolkien’s Lord
of the Rings, or Martin’s Game
of Thrones. While comparison is
often and demise for new books,
I think The Priory of the Orange
Tree was dealt a particularly
harsh blow of it. It was a book
that one reader describes as
“a modern version of fantasy
classics,” but that many readers
want instead to be those
classics. If you like some queer
fantasy content, dragons, a
collection of fantasy tropes, and
meandering prose, give this one
a shot.

The Priory of the Orange Tree by
Samantha Shannon
Don’t get me wrong, this book
is very well-loved, and not just
by me. However, any book with
queer content and a big cast
of characters will find negative
reviews tacked on to the end
of its Goodreads page. Another
800 plus page book, this one
gets tagged with the “too long”
complaint a few times. If you’re a
hardcore fantasy buff, this might
not bother you, and it didn’t
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Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo
I’m always the last one on the
hype train, and this book is no
exception. Occupying a huge
presence on Booktube, Booktok,
and any other app subgenre with
‘book—’ as a prefix, Six of Crows
walks that line between genuine
good content and over-hyped
nonsense. Luckily for me, it took
the cake (and its sequel was
quick to join it). For some readers
though, a fantastical heist
involving teenage gangs, gore,
and convenience simply didn’t
cut it.

One reader points out that
throughout the story “there are
no redeeming characters.” I ask
whether characters need to be
redeeming for their stories and
character journey to have value?
Six of Crows follows a motley
crew of teenage outcasts and
gang leaders, all with their own
tragic backstories and pitfalls,
but I inevitably managed to find
something endearing about
each of them. Another reader
argues that the novel is “an adult
fantasy with an unrealistic cast
of teens” and I wonder whether
realism really holds all that great
a stock in a fantasy story about
magical powers and teenage gang
leaders. I know lots of professors
would disagree with me on that
one, though.
To quote another reader: Six of
Crows is “extremely dark and
filled with gratuitous violence,
sexual content, and language.
Basically, Game of Thrones Lite.”
If that sounds like your thing,
jump on that hype train.
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Horoscope cards by Nunny on Rawpixel

2022 Horoscopes
Words: Stephanie Jenkins

Aries

Taurus

Libra

Scorpio

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

Mar 21 – Apr 19
The oppressive energy
of Jupiter and Neptune
this year will light many
fires under many creative
endeavours for us all
in 2022. For Aries, hold
tightly to the freedom of
expression that abounds
in the early months. As
Mars goes into retrograde
in the latter part of this
year, you might find
yourself questioning
the direction of your
aggression and desire.
Look back to your past
projects and remember
why you made them.

May 21 – Jun 20
Gemini, too, falls under
Mercury’s spell later this
year. Reflections on the
past month will help you
in your traverse of the
coming year. Just as we all
may benefit from 2022’s
creative and social energy,
it is equally important for
you, Gemini, to keep stock
of your own mind. Don’t let
it rule you too harshly.

Sep 23 – Oct 22
Your governing planet,
Venus, starts the year
off with a significant
retrograde in Capricorn.
Take a leaf out of
Capricorn’s book here and
relish your own discipline.
Free-thinking, diplomatic,
and loveable, you can
sometimes find it hard
to assert yourself. While
new projects and creative
endeavours may make
themselves known later
in the year, use these
early months to set some
important and muchneeded boundaries.

Apr 20 – May 20
Mercury came out of
retrograde at the start
of this month, relieving
us all of the potentially
disruptive new-years
energy. For you, however,
Taurus, keep in mind how
this past retrograde made
you feel. Make some
affirmations, reach out
to your loved ones, and
remember what you do
when you’re feeling out

Jul 23 – Aug 22
Leo may catch a break
this year and find time
to be quiet and still. A
slow pace and steadiness
might not be what you’re
used to, but take this time
to rest and recover for
the coming years. Expect
some inspiration and
drive to succeed as Saturn
and Aquarius pair up for
you this year, but the key
to success sometimes lies
in the ability to recognise
the little things—the
ticking of the cogs that
power you.

Jun 21 – Jul 22
Sensitive and
introspective Cancers
might find 2022 to be a
turbulent year. Benefitting
from the creative juices
flowing throughout our
system, it is important
to keep one eye trained
inward on the heart. Don’t
build up a wall around it,
but remember that things
hurt because they matter
deeply—reflect on that as
the ever-heaving Mercury
moves into your sign
partway through this year.
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Oct 23 – Nov 21
It would be a disservice
to yourself to consider
your sign unchangeable,
Scorpio. Pluto’s return
and Mars’s retrograde
in 2022 will create the
perfect soil in which to
plant your changeling
seed. Take stock of your
life so far and consider
which walls no longer
serve you. Use this time to
break those down.

Aug 23 – Sep 22
Often mutable, you may
hit your stride in 2022 if
you remember, Virgo, to
go with the flow. As your
ruling entity, Mercury,
retrogrades a few times
this year, it will remind
you that life ebbs and
flows like the tides. Keep
your feet under you and
ride those waves in.
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Sagittarius

Nov 22 – Dec 21
Jupiter has a turbulent year
in store for you, Sagittarius,
but don’t be scared!
Turbulent can mean rough,
like a stormy sea, but it
can also mean revitalising,
like a cold shower. Use the
ups and downs to channel
your creative energy into
a wide range of projects.
Think of some questions
that you want answered this
year and search for those
answers in the direction the
wind blows you.

Aquarius

Jan 20 – Feb 18
The year starts off slow
for you, as it often does,
Aquarius. However, as the
sun moves into your sign
this month you can start the
year off with confidence and
surety. Carry this energy
into the latter months and
you will have the power
you need to make change
as your rebellious ruler,
Uranus, finally goes into
retrograde in the last
quarter.

Find A Word

Capricorn

Dec 22 – Jan 19
This February, Pluto
returns after it’s 225year journey around the
sun. Symbolising the
underworld, Pluto’s energy
this year is one that sparks
uprising—bringing up
well buried secrets and
asking you, Capricorn,
to carefully balance your
desire for control with the
inevitability of change.

Pisces

Feb 19 – Mar 20
Finally, Pisces, the
astrological eldest of the
signs. Your sensitivity
comes not from an
immaturity but rather a
complex and well-honed
relationship with yourself.
The creative energy that
fills this year reaches you
as well, and you might
feel it’s lingering effect on
your dreams, romance,
and spirituality. Hold on
to this introspection as
Neptune retrogrades in the
latter half of the year, but
don’t forget to step back
into reality when you feel
yourself slipping away.
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STUDENT

OPUS

DEGREE

CAMPUS

CLUBS

ASSOCIATION

FREEFOODFRIDAY

CALLAGHAN

CITY

BUILDING

MAGAZINE

COFFEE

PRIDEWEEK

COLLECTIVES

Do you need a Pen? Come check out the UNSA Building
Next to Bar on the Hill. Our friendly staff will always do
their best to help.
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Find A Word

Answers

Sudoku
Difficulty: Easy
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